How to find us and getting around campus
**DIRECTIONS**

**From the North (A666 Southbound)**

From the A666 southbound, exit and follow signs for Town Centre South (A579). At the end of the exit slip road turn right onto Lower Bridgeman Street (A579, following signs for University, Deane Campus). On this road, please ensure you are in the middle lane. You will reach a T-junction where you want to follow the road to the right, following signs for A579. Almost immediately you will come to the next set of lights, keep and turn left onto Trinity Street, again, following signs for A579. Follow this road (past the train station on your right at the first set of lights, then Morrisons on right and Sainsburys on left at 2nd set of lights). You will see the edge of campus as you travel along Trinity Street which turns into Derby Street (A579). You will approach a major junction at the edge of campus, where you will see Aldi on your left and Bolton One on your right. 10-20 metres after the junction, on the right hand side, you will see P5 Senate House Visitors Carpark. For P6 Chancellor’s Visitor Car Park you must continue to the next set of traffic lights (McDonalds on the left) and turn right onto University Way. At the pedestrian crossing, turn left and go straight over the roundabout and enter the gated carpark on the right hand side.

Proceed on foot to Main Reception or Chancellor’s Mall (see campus map).

**From the East (A58 Westbound)**

From A58 proceed straight on onto A579. Follow this road, you will pass Lexus garage on your right. At next junction fork left still following A579, go straight through next 2 sets of lights (second set major junction). On this road, please ensure you are in the middle lane. You will reach a T-junction where you want to follow the road to the right, following signs for A579. Almost immediately you will come to the next set of lights, keep and turn left onto Trinity Street, again, following signs for A579. Follow this road (past the train station on your right at the first set of lights, then Morrisons on right and Sainsburys on left at 2nd set of lights). You will see the edge of campus as you travel along Trinity Street which turns into Derby Street (A579). You will approach a major junction at the edge of campus, where you will see Aldi on your left and Bolton One on your right. 10-20 metres after the junction, on the right hand side, you will see P5 Senate House Visitors Carpark. For P6 Chancellor’s Visitor Car Park you must continue to the next set of traffic lights (McDonalds on the left) and turn right onto University Way. At the pedestrian crossing, turn left and go straight over the roundabout and enter the gated carpark on the right hand side.

Proceed on foot to Main Reception or Chancellor’s Mall (see campus map).